EXAMPLES OF ASSESSMENT SCHEMES

CHAPTER

Some teachers were using coursework assessment in mathematics and
other subjects long before the introduction of GCSE. For this reason we
have included some examples of assessment schemes which predate
GCSE. GCSE marking shemes for coursework build on the experience
of these early pioneers.

SMILE GCSE

Until 1988, use of SMILE could lead to an associated GCE 'O' level and
CSE, and now it can lead to a GCSE. The examination papers are written
by teachers who use the scheme. The CSE examination paper included
two investigation questions and was marked by teachers. The outline for
marking the investigation questions was as in the paraphrase:
(The resulting score gives a mark out of 10.)
Interpretation of examples given, resulting in generation of pupil's
own examples which do not contravene rules, maximum 1 mark
Results: 3 correct results for the maximum of 2 marks.
maximum 2 marks
Ordered approach or tabulation of results. maximum 2 marks
Observation of patterns: Patterns described from pupil's own work.
maximum 2 marks
Generalisations: 1 mark for any relevant general comment up to 10
marks for entire investigation. Generalisations may be expressed in
words or algebra or both. For a complete generalisation of the
investigation, 10 marks should be awarded. up to 10 marks

A maximum of 7 marks can be awarded to a student who works through
the investigation but does not reach any generalisation. A student can
be awarded 10 marks for complete and correct generalisations alone.
After teachers had marked their individual scripts they met for modera
tion. (This is still the procedure for GCSE). At the moderation meeting,
details of interpretation of the marking scheme were ironed out, e.g. in
the context of one investigation there may be a particular point which
several pupils had made. This same point may have been counted as a
pattern by some teachers while other teachers had counted it as a
generalisation. The moderating meeting would decide which it was to be.

MREB/LREB Mode
1 CSE, Syllabus B

The coursework contribution here was 50%. Five pieces of coursework
were required. A mark out of 10 was awarded for each piece of work.
The marking scheme for these was as follows:
Mark

1-2 Nothing much more produced than the presentation of
previously known facts or gleanings from text books.
3-4 Mainly presentation of facts and the results of the pupil's own
investigations.
5-6 Recognition in their results of patterns and relationships.
7-8 Some explanation of patterns and relationships and or generalisa
tion of them, with prognostication followed by verification.
9-10 More rigorous proof. Great originality. An unusual extension of
work or all-round excellence.
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